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ANSWERS

Euphoria(Noun):उत्साह

Meaning: An extremely strong feeling 

of happiness

Tinge: रंगत

Meaning: A small amount of a colour or a 

feeling





The Hindu Vocabulary

Travesty(Noun) : उपहासात्मक रचना

Meaning : A cheap mockery, usually of something or someone 

serious

Synonyms: Distortion , Perversion

Antonyms: Seriousness , Solemnity 

Sentence: This trial has proved to be a travesty of justice.

Whimsy(Noun): सनकीपन

Meaning : Playfully quaint or fanciful behavior or humor

Synonyms: Fanciful , Playfulness

Antonyms: Boring , Serious

Sentence: The designer's new line showed a touch of whimsy 



The Hindu Vocabulary

Diabolical(Adj.): शैतानी

Meaning : Very bad or annoying

Synonyms: Devilish , Terrible

Antonyms: Excellent , Gentle

Sentence: The constant noise from the neighbour’s party was 

diabolical.

Accentuating(Verb) : जोर देना

Meaning : To emphasize something or make something easier to 

notice

Synonyms: Highlight , Spotlight

Antonyms: Weaken

Sentence: She uses make-up to accentuate her beautiful eyes.



The Hindu Vocabulary

Culpable(Adj.) : अपराधिक

Meaning : Responsible for something bad that has happened

Synonyms: Guilty , Blameworthy

Antonyms: Innocent , Immune

Sentence: The prime minister is highly culpable in this affair. 

Conjecture(Verb) : अनुमान

Meaning : Inference formed without proof or sufficient evidence

Synonyms: Speculation , Surmise

Antonyms: Certainty , Proof

Sentence: He conjectured that the population might double in 

ten years.



The Hindu Vocabulary

Glaring(Adj.) : स्पष्ट

Meaning : Very easy to see; shocking

Synonyms: Dazzling , Conspicuous

Antonyms : Dim , Soft

Sentence: There were several glaring inconsistencies in his 

report.

Calumny(Noun) : चुगली , अधिशाप

Meaning : Untrue comment intended to damage someone's 

reputation.  

Synonyms: Slander , Evil- Speaking

Antonyms: Appreciation , Defend

Sentence: He accused the press of publishing vicious calumnies.



The Hindu Vocabulary

Unfathomably(Adverb) : गहन

Meaning : Impossible to understand

Synonyms: Boundless , Eternal

Antonyms: Measurable , Believable

Sentence: The country's power company unfathomably ran out 

of electricity.

Malfeasance(Noun) : दुष्कमम

Meaning : Wrongdoing

Synonyms: Misbehavior , Misconduct

Antonyms: Manners , Obedience

Sentence: The investigation has uncovered evidence of corporate 

malfeasance.



WORD RECAP

Sack(Nounधनकाल देना

Dismissal

Euphemism(Noun): व्यंजना

Delicacy



WORD RECAP

Confrontation(Noun): धिरोि

Collision
Reluctance(Noun): अधनच्छा

Unwillingness



WORD RECAP

Unpalatable(Adj.): अरुधचकर

Not pleasant to taste

Realm(Noun): राज्य

Domain



WORD RECAP

Friction(Adj.): संघर्म , मनमुटाि

Rubbing

Curtail(Verb): घटाना

Diminish



WORD RECAP

Exaggerated(Verb):बढाकर कहा

हुआ

Meaning : To make something 

seem larger

Regimes(Noun):प्रशासन

Meaning : A form of government 



THE HINDU EDITORIAL

A travesty of justice: On 

Jayalalithaa death probe panel

Shocking lapses mar the 

Arumughaswamy Commission of 

Inquiry report



An investigation report is not a clean slate on which the investigator 

can record his whimsy that flies in the face of facts. Did 

the Arumughaswamy Commission of Inquiry’s final report clarify 

the circumstances that led to the death of former Chief Minister 

Jayalalithaa, as mandated by the terms of reference or did it rest 

with a conclusion that followed a preset diabolical script, 

accentuating conspiracy theories hatched within a context of 

political opportunism? The report that was submitted in the Tamil 

Nadu Assembly on Tuesday found fault with Jayalalithaa’s aide 

V.K. Sasikala, former Health Minister C. Vijayabaskar, two IAS 

officers, and three doctors, and recommended further investigation 

against them. However, it falls perplexingly short of explaining 

where the fault lay with those it found culpable, or tracing a 

damning trail of evidence to their doorstep.



Justice Arumughaswamy, trained as a lawyer and not in medicine, 

makes post-facto judgments about the medical procedures 

(angio/surgery for a heart condition) that must have been followed in 

treating Jayalalithaa during her 75-day stint at Apollo hospital, and 

goes further out of line to make allegations against qualified medical 

professionals in charge of treatment, based on these conjectures. In a 

glaring lapse, he completely sidesteps the AIIMS medical experts’ 

committee’s (constituted by the Supreme Court of India) report 

released earlier, agreeing with the treatment course, and the final 

diagnosis by the hospital.

The report cherry picks elements from the range of options provided 

by a panel of doctors, and part-phrases from depositions that suit a 

seemingly pre-determined narrative to arrive at conclusions. Worse, it 

peddles lies to heap calumny on respondents and witnesses,



particularly obvious when it asks why Jayalalithaa was not taken 

abroad for treatment after she had agreed to it, ignoring documentation 

enclosed as part of the report recording that she categorically refused to 

be shifted out of the country for treatment. The report itself encloses 

elaborate documentation on treatment from the hospital and yet, 

unfathomably, accuses it of not providing contra-evidence or documents 

(on the surgery aspect). Coming five years after the commission of 

inquiry was constituted, and nearly six years after the death of 

Jayalalithaa, the report makes no attempt to render any justice, but 

steps out of line in making unqualified calls on medicine, and reeks of 

malfeasance. The Tamil Nadu government has done its duty by 

presenting the report in the Assembly, and seeking legal opinion on it. It 

is now obligated to render true justice in the matter by ensuring that this 

long-drawn-out issue is well and truly buried, along with the report.



HOMEWORK

Exodus                 ?

Dragnet                 ?



Inference Based Question

DIRECTION for the question: 

The question has a text portion followed by four alternative 

summaries. Choose the option that best captures the essence of 

the text. 

An increase in the median income of the middle class does not 

cause average levels of education for the middle class to go up. 

If they did, then countries with the highest median income of 

the middle class would also have the highest levels of education 

for this class. In fact, when the median income of the middle 

class is made suitably comparable for different countries 

(accounting for inflation, currency fluctuations and purchasing 

power parity), there is no such co-relation.



Which of the following can be correctly inferred from the 

statements above?

1. Countries with the highest median income of the middle class 

do not have the highest levels of education for the middle class

2. It is difficult to reliably compare the education and income 

levels of one country with another

3. A reduction in the median income of the middle class of the 

country will not necessarily lower the average level of 

education for the said class

4. Countries with low levels of education for the middle class have 

comparatively higher levels of median income for the middle 

class




